Representing entities and relations in an embedding space is a well-studied approach for machine learning on relational data. Existing approaches, however, primarily focus on simple link structure between a finite set of entities, ignoring the variety of data types that are often used in knowledge bases, such as text, images, and numerical values. In this paper, we propose multimodal knowledge base embeddings (MKBE) that use different neural encoders for this variety of observed data, and combine them with existing relational models to learn embeddings of the entities and multimodal data. Further, using these learned embedings and different neural decoders, we introduce a novel multimodal imputation model to generate missing multimodal values, like text and images, from information in the knowledge base. We enrich existing relational datasets to create two novel benchmarks that contain additional information such as textual descriptions and images of the original entities. We demonstrate that our models utilize this additional information effectively to provide more accurate link prediction, achieving state-of-the-art results with a considerable gap of 5-7% over existing methods. Further, we evaluate the quality of our generated multimodal values via a user study. We have release the datasets and the opensource implementation of our models at https: //github.com/pouyapez/mkbe.
Introduction
Knowledge bases (KB) are an essential part of many computational systems with applications in search, structured data management, recommendations, question answering, and information retrieval. However, KBs often suffer from incompleteness, noise in their entries, and inefficient inference under uncertainty. To address these issues, learning relational knowledge representations has been a focus of active research (Bordes et al., 2011 (Bordes et al., , 2013 Nickel et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018) . These approaches represent relational triples, that consist of a subject entity, relation, and an object entity, by learning fixed, low-dimensional representations for each entity and relation from observations, encoding the uncertainty and inferring missing facts accurately and efficiently. The subject and the object entities come from a fixed, enumerable set of entities that appear in the knowledge base.
Knowledge bases in the real world, however, contain a wide variety of data types beyond these direct links. Apart from relations to a fixed set of entities, KBs often not only include numerical attributes (such as ages, dates, financial, and geoinformation), but also textual attributes (such as names, descriptions, and titles/designations) and images (profile photos, flags, posters, etc.) . These different types of data can play a crucial role as extra pieces of evidence for knowledge base completion. For example the textual descriptions and images might provide evidence for a person's age, profession, and designation. In the multimodal KB shown in Figure 1 for example, the image can be helpful in predicting of Carles Puyol's occupation, while the description contains his nationality. Incorporating this information into existing approaches as entities, unfortunately, is challenging as they assign each entity a distinct vector and predict missing links (or attributes) by enumerating over the possible values, both of which are only possible if the entities come from a small, enumerable set. There is thus a crucial need for relational modeling that goes beyond just the link-based view of KB completion, by not only utilizing multimodal information for better link prediction between existing entities, but also being able to generate missing multimodal values.
In this paper, we introduce multimodal knowl- Example of a Multimodal KB. Graph representation of (a part of) a KB that consists of regular links (in black) and multimodal ones (in purple) that we support in this work.
edge base embeddings (MKBE) for modeling knowledge bases that contain a variety of data types, such as links, text, images, numerical, and categorical values. We propose neural encoders and decoders to replace initial layers of any embeddingbased relational model; we apply them to DistMult and ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) here. Specifically, instead of learning a distinct vector for each entity and using enumeration to predict links, MKBE includes the following extensions: (1) introduce additional neural encoders to embed multimodal evidence types that the relational model uses to predict links, and (2) introduce neural decoders that use an entity's embedding to generate its multimodal attributes (like image and text). For example, when the object of a triple is an image, we encode it into a fixed-length vector using a CNN, while textual objects are encoded using RNN-based sequence encoders. The scoring module remains identical to the underlying relational model; given the vector representations of the subject, relation, and object of a triple, we produce a score indicating the probability that the triple is correct using DistMult or ConvE. After learning the KB representation, neural decoders use entity embeddings to generate missing multimodal attributes, for example, generating the description of a person from their structured information in the KB. This unified framework allows for flow of the information across the different relation types (multimodal or otherwise), providing a more accurate modeling of relational data.
We provide an evaluation of our proposed approach on two relational KBs. Since we are introducing the multimodal KB completion setting, we provide two benchmarks, created by extending the existing YAGO-10 and MovieLens-100k datasets to include additional relations such as textual descriptions, numerical attributes, and images of the entities. We demonstrate that MKBE utilizes the additional information effectively to provide gains in link-prediction accuracy, achieving state-of-theart results on these datasets for both the DistMult and the ConvE scoring functions. We evaluate the quality of multimodal attributes generated by the decoders via user studies that demonstrate their realism and information content, along with presenting examples of such generated text and images.
Multimodal KB Completion
As described earlier, KBs often contain different types of information about entities including links, textual descriptions, categorical attributes, numerical values, and images. In this section, we briefly introduce existing relational embedding approaches that focus on modeling the linked data using distinct, dense vectors. We then describe MKBE that extends these approaches to the multimodal setting, i.e., modeling the KB using all the different information to predict the missing links and impute the missing attributes.
Background on Link Prediction
Factual statements in a knowledge base are represented using a triple of subject, relation, and object, s, r, o , where s, o ∈ ξ, a set of entities, and r ∈ R, a set of relations. Respectively, we consider two goals for relational modeling, (1) to train a machine learning model that can score the truth value of any factual statement, and (2) to predict missing links between the entities. In existing approaches, a scoring function ψ : ξ × R × ξ → R (or sometimes, [0, 1] ) is learned to evaluate whether any given fact is true, as per the model. For predicting links between the entities, since the set ξ is small enough to be enumerated, missing links of the form s, r, ? are identified by enumerating all the objects and scoring the triples using ψ (i.e. assume the resulting entity comes from a known set). For example, in Figure 1 , the goal is to predict that Carles Puyol plays for Barcelona.
Many of the recent advances in link prediction use an embedding-based approach; each entity in ξ and relation in R are assigned distinct, dense vectors, which are then used by ψ to compute the score. In DistMult , for example, each entity i is mapped to a d-dimensional dense vector (e i ∈ R d ) and each relation r to a diagonal matrix R r ∈ R d×d , and consequently, the score for any triple s, r, o is computed as ψ(s, r, o) = e T s R r e o . Along similar lines, ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) uses vectors to represent the entities and the relations, e s , e o , r r ∈ R d×1 , then, after applying a CNN layer on e s and r r , combines it with e o to score a triplet, i.e. the scoring function ψ(s, r, o) is f (vec(f ([ē s ;r r * w]))W )e o . Other relational embedding approaches primarily vary in their design of the scoring function (Bordes et al., 2013; Nickel et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016) , but share the shortcoming of assigning distinct vectors to every entity, and assuming that the possible object entities can be enumerated. In this work we focus on DistMult because of its simplicity, popularity, and high accuracy, and ConvE because of its state-of-the-art results.
Problem Setup
When faced with additional triples in form of multimodal data, the setup of link prediction is slightly different. Consider a set of all potential multimodal objects, M, i.e. possible images, text, numerical, and categorical values, and multimodal evidence triples, s, r, o , where s ∈ ξ, r ∈ R, and o ∈ M. Our goals with incorporating multimodal information into KB remain the same: we want to be able to score the truth of any triple s, r, o , where o is from ξ (link data) or from M (multimodal data), and to be able to predict missing value s, r, ? that may be from ξ or M (depending on r). For the example in Figure 1 , in addition to predicting that Carles Puyol plays for Barcelona from multimodal evidence, we are also interested in generating an image for Carles Puyol, if it is missing.
Existing approaches to this problem assume that the subjects and the objects are from a fixed set of entities ξ, and thus are treated as indices into that set, which fails for the multimodal setting primarily for two reasons. First, learning distinct vectors for each object entity does not apply to multimodal values as they will ignore the actual content of the multimodal attribute. For example, there will be no way to generalize vectors learned during training to unseen values that might appear in the test; this is not a problem for the standard setup due to the assumption that all entities have been observed during training. Second, in order to predict a missing multimodal value, s, r, ? , enumeration is not possible as the search space is potentially infinite (or at least intractable to search).
Multimodal KB Embeddings (MKBE)
To incorporate such multimodal objects into the existing relational models like DistMult and ConvE, we propose to learn embeddings for these types of data as well. We utilize recent advances in deep learning to construct encoders for these objects to represent them, essentially providing an embedding e o for any object value.
The overall goal remains the same: the model needs to utilize all the observed subjects, objects, and relations, across different data types, in order to estimate whether any fact s, r, o holds. We present an example of an instantiation of MKBE for a knowledge base containing YAGO entities in Figure 2a . For any triple s, r, o , we embed the subject (Carles Puyol) and the relation (such as playsFor, wasBornOn, or playsFor) using a direct lookup. For the object, depending on the domain (indexed, string, numerical, or image, respectively), we use approrpiate encoders to compute its embedding e o . As in DistMult and ConvE, these embeddings are used to compute the score of the triple.
Via these neural encoders, the model can use the information content of multimodal objects to predict missing links where the objects are from ξ, however, learning embeddings for objects in M is not sufficient to generate missing multimodal values, i.e. s, r, ? where the object is in M. Consequently, we introduce a set of neural decoders D : ξ × R → M that use entity embeddings to generate multimodal values. An outline of our model for imputing missing values is depicted in Figure 2b . We will describe these decoders in Section 2.5.
Encoding Multimodal Data
Here we describe the encoders we use for multimodal objects. A simple example of MKBE is provided in Figure 2a . As it shows, we use different encoder to embed each specific data type.
Structured Knowledge Consider a triplet of information in the form of s, r, o . To represent the subject entity s and the relation r as independent embedding vectors (as in previous work), we pass their one-hot encoding through a dense layer. Furthermore, for the case that the object entity is categorical, we embed it through a dense layer with a recently introduced selu activation (Klambauer et al., 2017) , with the same number of nodes as the Figure 2: Multimodal KB Embeddings (MKBE): (a) Proposed architecture that, given any entity and its relations, uses domain-specific encoders to embed each object. The embeddings of entities, and the relation are then used to score the truth value of the triple by the Scorer. (b) Architecture of the proposed work for multimodal attributes recovery. Given an entity, we use its learned embeddings from (a) as the context for attribute-specific decoders to generate the missing values.
embedding space dimension.
Numerical Objects in the form of real numbers can provide a useful source of information and are often quite readily available. We use a feed forward layer, after standardizing the input, in order to embed the numbers (in fact, we are projecting them to a higher-dimensional space, from R → R d ). It is worth noting that existing methods treat numbers as distinct entities, e.g., learn independent vectors for numbers 39 and 40, relying on data to learn that these values are similar to each other.
Text Since text can be used to store a wide variety of different types of information, for example names versus paragraph-long descriptions, we create different encoders depending on the lengths of the strings involved. For attributes that are fairly short, such as names and titles, we use characterbased stacked, bidirectional GRUs to encode them, similar to Verga et al. (2016) , using the final output of the top layer as the representation of the string. For strings that are much longer, such as detailed descriptions of entities consisting of multiple sentences, we treat them as a sequence of words, and use a CNN over the word embeddings, similar to Francis-Landau et al. (2016) , in order to learn the embedding of such values. These two encoders provide a fixed length encoding that has been shown to be an accurate semantic representation of strings for multiple tasks (Dos Santos and Gatti, 2014) .
Images Images can also provide useful evidence for modeling entities. For example, we can extract person's details such as gender, age, job, etc., from image of the person (Levi and Hassner, 2015) , or location information such as its approximate coordinates, neighboring locations, and size from map images (Weyand et al., 2016) . A variety of models have been used to compactly represent the semantic information in the images, and have been successfully applied to tasks such as image classification, captioning (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015) , and question-answering . To embed images such that the encoding represents such semantic information, we use the last hidden layer of VGG pretrained network on Imagenet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), followed by compact bilinear pooling , to obtain the embedding of the images. Training We follow the setup from Dettmers et al. (2018) that consists of binary cross-entropy loss without negative sampling for both ConvE and DisMult scoring. In particular, for a given subjectrelation pair (s, r), we use a binary label vector t s,r over all entities, indicating whether s, r, o is observed during training. Further, we denote the model's probability of truth for any triple s, r, o by p s,r o , computed using a sigmoid over ψ(s, r, o). The binary cross-entropy loss is thus defined as:
We use the same loss for multimodal triples as well, except that the summation is restricted to the objects of the same modality, i.e. for an entity s and its text description, t s,r is a one-hot vector over all descriptions observed during training.
Decoding Multimodal Data
Here we describe the decoders we use to generate multimodal values for entities from their embeddings. The multimodal imputing model is shown in Figure 2b , which uses different neural decoders to generate missing attributes (more details are provided in supplementary materials). Numerical and Categorical data To recover the missing numerical and categorical data such as dates, gender, and occupation, we use a simple feed-forward network on the entity embedding to predict the missing attributes. In other words, we are asking the model, if the actual birth date of an entity is not in the KB, what will be the most likely date, given the rest of the relational information. These decoders are trained with embeddings from Section 2.4, with appropriate losses (RMSE for numerical and cross-entropy for categories). Text A number of methods have considered generative adversarial networks (GANs) to generate grammatical and linguistically coherent sentences Rajeswar et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017) . In this work, we use the adversarially regularized autoencoder (ARAE) (Zhao et al., 2017) to train generators that decodes text from continuous codes, however, instead of using the random noise vector z, we condition the generator on the entity embeddings. Images Similar to text recovery, to find the missing images we use conditional GAN structure. Specifically, we combine the BE-GAN (Berthelot et al., 2017) structure with pix2pix-GAN (Isola et al., 2017) model to generate high-quality images, conditioning the generator on the entity embeddings in the knowledge base representation.
Related Work
There is a rich literature on modeling knowledge bases using low-dimensional representations, differing in the operator used to score the triples. In particular, they use matrix and tensor multiplication (Nickel et al., 2011; Socher et al., 2013) , Euclidean distance (Bordes et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015) , circular correlation (Nickel et al., 2016) , or the Hermitian dot product (Trouillon et al., 2016) as scoring function. However, the objects for all of these approaches are a fixed set of entities, i.e., they only embed the Zhong et al., 2015; Toutanova et al., 2015 Toutanova et al., , 2016 Xie et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2017) , and a combination of text and image (Sergieh et al., 2018) . Further, Verga et al. (2016) address the multilingual relation extraction task to attain a universal schema by considering raw text with no annotation as extra feature and using matrix factorization to jointly embed KB and textual relations (Riedel et al., 2013) . In addition to treating the extra information as features, graph embedding approaches (Schlichtkrull et al., 2017; Kipf and Welling, 2016) consider observed attributes while encoding to achieve more accurate embeddings.
The difference between MKBE and these mentioned approaches is three-fold: (1) we are the first to use different types of information in a unified model, (2) we treat these different types of information (numerical, text, image) as relational triples of structured knowledge instead of predetermined features, i.e., first-class citizens of the KB, and not auxiliary features, and (3) our model represents uncertainty in them, supporting the missing values and facilitating recovery of missing values. 
Evaluation Benchmarks
To evaluate the performance of our multimodal relational embeddings approach, we provide two new benchmarks by extending existing datasets. Table 1 provides the statistics of these datasets.
MovieLens-100k dataset (Harper and Konstan, 2016 ) is a popular benchmark in recommendation systems to predict user ratings with contextual features, containing around 1000 users on 1700 movies. MovieLens already contains rich relational data about occupation, gender, zip code, and age for users and genre, release date, and the titles for movies. We augment this data with movie posters collected from TMDB (https:// www.themoviedb.org/). We treat the 5-point ratings as five different relations in KB triple format, i.e., user, r = 5, movie , and evaluate the rating predictions as other relations are introduced.
YAGO-10 Even though MovieLens has a variety of data types, it is still quite small, and is over a specialized domain. We also consider a second dataset that is much more appropriate for knowledge graph completion and is popular for link prediction, the YAGO3-10 knowledge graph (Suchanek et al., 2007; Nickel et al., 2012) . This graph consists of around 120,000 entities, such as people, locations, and organizations, and 37 relations, such as kinship, employment, and residency, and thus much closer to the traditional information extraction goals. We extend this dataset with the textual description (as an additional relation) and the images associated with each entity (for half of the entities), provided by DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) . We also include additional relations such as wasBornOnDate that have dates as values. 
Experiment Results
In this section, we first evaluate the ability of MKBE to utilize the multimodal information by comparing to DistMult and ConvE through a variety of tasks. Then, by considering the recovery of missing multimodal values (text, images, and numerical) as the motivation, we examine the capability of our models in generation. Details of the hyperparameters and model configurations is provided in the supplementary material, and the source code and the datasets to reproduce the results is available at https://github.com/pouyapez/mkbe.
Link Prediction
In this section, we evaluate the capability of MKBE in the link prediction task. The goal is to calculate MRR and Hits@ metric (ranking evaluations) of recovering the missing entities from triples in the test dataset, performed by ranking all the entities and computing the rank of the correct entity. Similar to previous work, here we focus on providing the results in a filtered setting, that is we only rank triples in the test data against the ones that never appear in either train or test datasets.
MovieLens-100k
We train the model using Rating as the relation between users and movies. We use a character-level GRU for the movie titles, a separate feed-forward network for age, zip code, and release date, and finally, we use a VGG network on the posters (for every other relation we use a dense layer). Table 2 shows the link (rating) prediction evaluation on MovieLens when test data is consisting only of rating triples. We calculate our metrics by ranking the five relations that represent ratings instead of object entities. We label models that use ratings as R, movie-attributes as M, user-attributes as U, movie titles as T, and posters as P. As shown, the model R+M+U+T outperforms others with a considerable gap demonstrating the importance of incorporating extra information. Hits@1 for the baseline is 40%, matching existing recommendation systems (Guimerà et al., 2012) . From these results, we see that the models benefit more from titles as compared to the posters.
YAGO-10
The result of link prediction on our YAGO dataset is provided in Table 3 . We label models using structured information as S, entitydescription as D, numerical information as N, and entity-image as I. We see that the model that encodes all type of information consistently performs better than other models, indicating that the model is effective in utilizing the extra information. On the other hand, the model that uses only text performs the second best, suggesting the entity descriptions contain more information than others. It is notable that model S is outperformed by all other models, demonstrating the importance of using different data types for attaining higher accuracy. This observation is consistent across both DistMult and ConvE, and the results obtained on ConvE are the new state-of-art for this dataset (as compared to Dettmers et al. (2018) ). Furthermore, we implement KBLN (Garcia-Duran and Niepert, 2017) and IKRL (Xie et al., 2017) to compare them with our S+N and S+I models. Our models outperform these approaches, in part because both of these methods require same multimodal attributes for both of the subject and object in each triple.
Relation Breakdown We perform additional analysis on the YAGO dataset to gain a deeper understanding of the performance of our model using ConvE method. Table 4 compares our models on some of the most frequent relations. As shown, the model that includes textual description significantly benefits isAffiliatedTo, and playsFor relations, as this information often appears in text. Moreover, images are useful for hasGender and isMarriedTo, while for the relation isConnectedTo, numerical (dates) are more effective than images.
Imputing Multimodal Attributes
Here we present an evaluation on imputing multimodal attributes (text, image and numerical).
Numerical and Categorical Table 5a shows performance of predicting missing numerical attributes in the data, evaluated via holding out 10% of the data. We only consider numerical values (dates) that are more recent than 1000AD to focus on more relevant entities. In addition to the neural decoder, we train a search-based decoder as well by considering all 1017 choices in the interval [1000, 2017] , and for each triple in the test data, finding the number that the model scores the highest; we use this value to compute the RMSE. As we can see, all info outperform other methods on both datasets, demonstrating MKBE is able to utilize different multimodal values for modeling numerical information. Further, the neural decoder performs better than the search-based one, showing the importance of proper decoder, even for finite, enumerable sets. Along the same line, Table 5b   Table 6 : Evaluating Generated Titles for MovieLens using movies embeddings conditioned on just the ratings (R) and all the information. We present the accuracy of the users in guessing whether the generated title for a movie was real (yes/no), and genre of the movie (4 choices). shows genre prediction accuracy on 10% of heldout MovieLens dataset. Again, the model that uses all the information outperforms other methods.
MovieLens Titles For generating movie titles, we randomly consider 200 of them as test, 100 as validation, and the remaining ones as training data. The goal here is to generate titles for movies in the test data using the previously mentioned GAN structure. To evaluate our results we conduct a human experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) asking participant two questions: (1) whether they find the movie title real, and (2) which of the four Table 8 : Generated Descriptions for "Carles Puyol" (and the corresponding reference from the DBpedia) by embeddings trained from just the links (S) and all of the information (S+N+D+I).
Model Generated Descriptions
Reference subject (born 13 April 1978) is a Spanish retired professional footballer.
Only S subject (born 25 January 1949) is a Georgian football coach and former professional player. S+N+D+I subject (born 22 April 1967) is an English former football player. genres is most appropriate for the given title. We consider 30 movies each as reference titles, fake titles generated from only ratings as conditional data, and fake titles conditioned on all the information. Further, each question was asked for 3 participants, and the results computed over the majority choice are shown in Table 6 . Fake titles generated with all the information are more similar to reference movie titles, demonstrating that the embeddings that have access to more information effectively generate higher-quality titles.
YAGO Descriptions
The goal here is to generate descriptive text for entities from their embeddings. Since the original descriptions can be quite long, we consider first sentences that are less than 30 tokens, resulting in 96, 405 sentences. We randomly consider 3000 of them as test, 3000 as validation, and the remaining as training data for the decoder.
To evaluate the quality of the generated descriptions, and whether they are appropriate for the entity, we conduct a user study asking participants if they can guess the realness of sentences and the occupation (entertainer, sportsman, or politician), gender, and age (above or below 35) of the subject entity from the description. We provide 30 examples for each model asking each question from 3 participants and calculate the accuracy of the majority vote. The results presented in Table 7 show that the models are fairly competent in informing the users of the entity information, and further, descriptions generated from embeddings that had access to more information outperforms the model with only structured data. Examples of generated descriptions are provided in Table 8 (in addition to screenshots of user study, more examples of generated descriptions, and MovieLens titles are provided in supplementary materials).
YAGO Images Here, we evaluate the quality of images generated from entity embeddings by humans (31, 520, split into train/text). Similar to descriptions, we conduct a study asking users to guess the realness of images and the occupation, gender, and age of the subject. We provide 30 examples for each model asking each question from 3 participants, and use the majority choice.
The results in Table 7 indicate that the images generated with embeddings based on all the information are more accurate for gender and occupation. Guessing age from the images is difficult since the image on DBpedia may not correspond to the age of the person, i.e. some of the older celebrities had photos from their youth. Examples of generated images are shown in Table 9 .
Discussion and Limitations
An important concern regarding KB embedding approaches is their scalability. While large KBs are a problem for all embedding-based link prediction techniques, MKBE is not significantly worse than existing ones because we treat multimodal information as additional triples. Specifically, although multimodal encoders/decoders are more expensive to train than existing relational models, the cost is still additive as we are effectively increasing the size of the training dataset.
In addition to scalability, there are few other challenges when working with multimodal attributes. Although multimodal evidence provides more information, it is not at all obvious which parts of this additional data are informative for predicting the relational structure of the KB, and the models are prone to overfitting. MKBE builds upon the design of neural encoders and decoders that have been effective for specific modalities, and the results demonstrate that it is able to utilize the information effectively. However, there is still a need to further study models that capture multimodal attributes in a more efficient and accurate manner.
Since our imputing multimodal attributes model is based on GAN structure and the embeddings learned from KB representation, the generated attributes are directly limited by the power of GAN models and the amount of information in the embedding vectors. Although our generated attributes convey several aspects of corresponding entities, their quality is far from ideal due to the size of our datasets (both of our image and text datasets are order of magnitude smaller than common datasets in the existing text/image genration literature) and the amount of information captured by embedding vectors (the knowledge graphs are sparse). In future, we would like to (1) expand multimodal datasets to have more attributes (use many more entities from YAGO), and (2) instead of using learned embeddings to generate missing attributes, utilize the knowledge graph directly for generation.
Conclusion
Motivated by the need to utilize multiple sources of information, such as text and images, to achieve more accurate link prediction, we present a novel neural approach to multimodal relational learning. We introduce MKBE, a link prediction model that consists of (1) a compositional encoding component to jointly learn the entity and multimodal embeddings to encode the information available for each entity, and (2) adversarially trained decoding component that use these entity embeddings to impute missing multimodal values. We enrich two existing datasets, YAGO-10 and MovieLens-100k, with multimodal information to introduce benchmarks. We show that MKBE, in comparison to existing link predictors DistMult and ConvE, can achieve higher accuracy on link prediction by utilizing the multimodal evidence. Further, we show that MKBE effectively incorporates relational information to generate high-quality multimodal attributes like images and text. We have release the datasets and the open-source implementation of our models at https://github.com/pouyapez/mkbe.
